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and issues raised by the nature of th-e"atudies themselves'. Issues
identified as needing'fdriher research and thought follow. (1) There
are no reliable, predise figures on the present'munter of adults
involved it organized,adult learning activities, nor any reliable
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overrepresented. in organized adult learning. (31 Participation 'begins

' to,decline. in .the thirties and drops off sharply after fifty-five.
(4).Tfiough 'some information is.availatle, it is increasingly doubtful
that there is an ethnic minority profile of educational needs and
interests. (5) The rate of participation .in organized learning
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needs in terns of life-style differences .require attention (e.g.,
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*Participation exist, with the-Nest exceeding the, aational average..
Generally, it is reportekthat-barriers deterring adults from
=participation in adalt'edubation are situational (time, money, etc.), ,

dispositional (attitudes, self-confidence, etc.),*and institutional
(location, eApensese etc.) , such more study. of the motivational
factors affecting adult_ participation in learning activities is,
recommended. (VB)
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A CRITICAL REVIEW OF STATE AN? NATIONAL , Pr

STUDIES OF THE NEEDS AND INTERESTS' OF LEARNERS

K. Patriala Cross
Educational Testing Service,

Within the past five years, more than 30 major studies have

been issued concerning.tfie participation and interests of adults -

.
,.

in further education. Most of the studies survey a sample:loZ adults

in a defined area, asking viaofield or telephone interviews, about
. e

interests,plans,.ierceivedbarriera,plast.learning experiences and the

like. The sponsors. ofthe studies are frequently state agencies with

some responsibility for long-range planning in education, and the

reports are expected td se e as planning documents.

The reports provNe an, usual opp6rtunity foeresearekers

.
and policy makers to.assess the state of knowledge with respect to

what-is known about the educational needs of adults. But they also

provide an excellent opportunity to evaluat e our progress in designing

studies that will provide useful information. The existing studies

are similar enough to permit some generaliiations across studies,

yet differentenough to provide some breadth of perspective.

The purpose of this paper 113 to present findings from a synthesis

of state Ad national studieS and to point to some of the questions

and issues raided by the nature of the reports themselves.
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Addressing the Demand for Adult Learning Opportunities-'

. .

Although any people assume that it should be possible to arrive

at sbme kind of "demand" ,figure purporting to dhow how many addlts

would. continue their education if the Conditions and price were
. .

riiht, it is virtually imposSible to offer such a figure with any/

confidence; Not only do we netkknow what the future "demand" will be,

we do not even have very reliable figures as to what present usvis.

If participation is defined as learning through an "-,irganized learning

activity," or "the of instruction," surveys show that some-

where between 12 and 30 cent of the a4ult's,who are not full-time
to,

students in school or college may be adult part -tide learners

(LACES, 1975; Cgrps Peterson and Roelfs1974). If, however, participation

is defined as "A sustained, highly deliberate effort to learn," then one
. ,;

study concludes that 98 percent of the adults are participants in adult

learning activities (Tough, 1971). Qbviously, a participation rate

varying be 12 percent and 98 percent ianot very useful for

planning purposes.

Predicting the demand is even more difficult and precarious. To

a general question such as, "Is there anything in particular you would

like to know more about or wouldllice to know how to'do bgtter,"

affirmative responses run as high as 77 percent (Carp, Peterson,

and ioelfs, 1974). To a sore specific question_such as, "Within the

' next two years,would you ilike to engsg9 in some form of further

Al
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learning )eyond.high school . . ," affirmative responses vary from

36 percent inlowa to 59 percent in California.

For the nation as-s, whole, a reasoRable,estimate is that somewhere

around one-third .of-the adults are probably participating-in some

form of organized learning activityiabd that somewhere between one -third

and two-thii4Es say that- they are seriously interested "in further

learning of rme.kind.
101

Actually, we know a 1pt more about patterns of participation

and interest than we. do about numbers. Theie is remarkable consistency

across the 31 major recent studies listed in Appendix-A as who is

interested in further educationand reasonably good agreement on what

kinds of prdgrams and services they saz they want. Some of the proklems

in being too literal aimbut using survey'lesponses for planning purposes,

howevei, arediscuysed on pages 211-26.

Almost everyone agrees that the demand fc& part-time learninA

opportunities hasincreised dramatically in recent years, but there

are some who ward that the rate of edultpartilpation ta-sloFtng- &Own

now and that future rates of increase will be even slower as the

World War II baby bdige passes through their early adult tears (O'Keefe,

1977). The best figures available on trendein *adult participation

are thobe frog the NCES Trienpial Surveyswhidh are as. follows:
I

44
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Eligible /
Adult
Population
(Thousands)

Participants
in Adult
Education
(Thousands)-

Participation
Rate -

(per cent)

19571
1969
1972
1975

108,6L63'

130,251-,

138,865
146,602

8,270
13,041
15,734
17,059

1-
' 7.6

10.0
11.3
11.6

1

The nuibeTe'El"Participants represented by the above figures.

are'gen.erally conceded co underestimate the extent of adult learning..

activity, but the general.trend has not been questioned--perhaps be-
/

// cause there are no competing data. Between 1969 and 1972, there was a

20.,7 percent increase in adult learners with a 6.6 percent increase,

of their numbers in the population. Between 1972 add 1973, however,

the adult population grew by 5.4 percent while their participation in

organized learning activities increased by only 8.4 peicent. While

these data have led some analysts(O'Keefe, 1977) to conclude that the

boom is adult education may already have peaked, it is also true that

the opportunities for adult learners are increasing at an unprecedented

----- --`11-411rtesSt-Itr:tbe offerings of 'college-a- 'thl,keYerfies frCh

'supply absut,'40 percent of the "organized learning opportunitids"

ear adult part-tiwe learners'. In 1967-68, 1,233 colleges and universities

reported offering adult and continuing education; by 1975-76, the figure

had almost doubled,'risitig to 2,225 institutions (LACES data). Sive

1The 1957.figure is from Wenn and Woodward, 1959 and is, not completely
comparable to the Triennial Survey data of 1969, 1%72, and 1975, but
it is the best figure we can provide for data prior to the Triennial
Surveys.-
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there is plenty of research to show that increased opportunity spirals

e
Tito increased 'demand, any solid predictions about 'the probable

future of adulr education seem risky.

Desplte the many areas of uncertainty, especially with respect

to "demand" figures, there is much to be learned from the available'

data. This paper attempts to present some highly distilled descriptions

'of various subpopulations of adult learners. Supporting data and

. documentation may be found, aiong with quglificationg. and exceptions

to the generalizations made heres in Cross an ann Zussman
s

(1977) and

in Cross(1978). The purpose here is to pain the broad picture

that is emerging from the vast amount of activity that is represented
,1 .

in the descriptive studies of the pgst five years! ,

7. . 1

Participation Rates'by Suhgro
P s

Table 1 sho Ishoos the parttcipation rate in "org ized idstruction'
Ij 1

for adultsii7 and ol4er who are not full-time studtnts in high school'or

college; Data are ffon the 1975 NCESTriennial Suivey which showed

that 11.6 percent o
4

the adults were participantl organized learning
.

activities. To hiallight groups that are underrep ented in adult

education, those wijh a participation rate of 11.0 r less are underlined.

6
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TABLE1

Participation Rate in Adult Learning in 1975

Age
17-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 and older

Race
Black
White
Other2

Sex
Male
Female

4

A

Participation Rafel

4 11.5

20.6

15.0
10.5

5.4
2.3

-
",. 6.9

12.1

13.4

Educational attainment
Elementary (0-8 years)

. High school (1-3 years)
High school (4 years)
Collegi\(1-3 years)
College\(4 years)
College '(5 or more years)

Income (dollars per year)
7.11n-&-r 3000

3004-4999
5000-5999
6000-7499

' 7500-9999
10,000-14,999
15;000-24,999.
25,000.axid,over

Hours worked May 11-17, 1975
Less:than 10
10-14 hours
15-34 hours
35 or more

.

11.7
11!t

2.0

4.6

11.9

17.6
27.0

30.4

A
. 5.5

7.5

9.1
.! 11.5

f 12.9
15.8
17.7

7.2

8.6

11.6
15.3
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Region
Northeast
North central
South
West

Metropolitan status
Ih SMSA3

Central City
Outside central city

. 'Not SMSA

Non-farm
Farm

TABLE 1 (ton't)

Participation 'gate

10:0

11.2
10.4

16.6

12.7.
11.0 ,

14.0

9.4

9.8
6.7

1Participation rate is computed from a total population base of V
146,602,000 non-institutionalized adults 17 years of age and over

-In 1975, the overall participation rate was 11.6 'percent. Groups
with an 11 percent participation rate or less are underlined.

1The Census Bureau classifies Hispanics. as e k or white.

'Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area SMS.6.). is a complex category

of population denbity used in Census Bureau analyses.

Source: Compiled from NCES data, 1975:

rhe.message is quite clear that adult education is Eletg4,ing the

privileged'classes out of proportion to their numbers in the population.

The underlined categories in Table 1 reveal that blacks, the elderly,
,

. .

those with part-time jobst low incomes, and low educational attainment

are underrepresented as far as participation is concerned. There are also

dome interesting regional and population density variations shown in

Table 1 which will be discussed later':

Jr
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In areanalyeis of 1972 NCES data, Froomkin and Wolfson (1977)

showed that although the less privileged were underrepresnted in the

participation statistics, they were riot necessarily underserved as far

as resources go. Eroomkin and Wol son contend that when education is

measured in,terms tf "total contr test hours," the lower classes

sign up for, as much education as the upper classes do. Thus, whereas

the privileged classes, account for a larger number of registrations,

thky spend fewer, hours in organized learning than disadvantaged learners

who engage in learnig requiring larger chunks of. time.

&e_

Participation awl interest in organized educational activities are

clearly related to age. Interest, as well as participation, starts

to decline in the 30s and drops off sharply after age 55. Sumtharizing

data, acrosg.a variety of gtate,and national studies, we can conclude

that no more than 5 to 10 percent of those over tke age of 55 are

currently iarticipating in organized learning activities, and less

than one-fourth express

reasons given for their

any interest in further learning; The

disinterest are pilowerily feelings of being

too old, lack of energy, and the difficulties of transporting theMb-

selves td the places of learning.

The interests' of those older citizensVo i-14 interested in

further learning, however, are sharply differentiated .from those
.

of

.1
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the majority of adult learners. As a group,'older learners are not.
)*

interested in creditor formal recognition of any kind. They are parti-

cipating in eduCational activities primarily tot pleasure, forgheir

own satisfaction, and to meet and'he with other people. In the Cali-

t

'fornia study,almost half of the,potential learners over the age of 60

said that a primary motivation for their participation in learning

activities was to meet new people. Yet NCES data shOw that bider learners

are overrepresented in most forms of "lonely" learning. They, more
,,

than other age groups, use gelevision, radio, and private lessons.

These forma of home/delivered qiducation are consistent with the strong

priority given convenience of location by Older pebple,but there would

appear to be a need for more socially-interactive modes of learning.

If there were to be a public policy of encouraging the learning activities

of oldercitizens, -it should, provide opportunities for socially inter-

( active learning,tstressing handicrafts, health, nutrition and other

subjects useful to older citizens, tottered at convenient locations

or through good transportation to adult 'learning centers.
, -

4.

Ethnic Minorities"

It is increasingly doubtful that)there is an'ethnic minprity

profile of eddiational needs and interests, either as a group of

"minorities" or separately as,blacks, Hispanics, Asians, and so forth.

All data show that indiviclual intereats span the full rangelof offerings

.



from basic literacy education to postgraduate research, and that
.

for all; 4emographic groups; the range of.intereftsIl inevitably

greaterwithin groups than between; them.

=DeOpite the interest of federal'and state agencies in equal'

educati Opportunities ,for ethnic minorities, the data on their

participation in adult education are not wholly adequatepossibly .

because Ole state samples dc; not contain sufficient numbers of ethnic
t-

minoritief to be able to draw reliable conclusions. The best data

availableion the participation of blacks in adult education activities

are found'in the NCES Triennial Surveys.2 1975, 12.1 Percent of whites

participated in some fcirm of adult education campareA to 6.9 percent

of blacks. Moreover, the participation of blacks has been declining
. .

in repent from 7.8 percentin 1969 to.7.4 percent in 1972

to p.9 percent in 1975. Participation forwhites, on the other hand,

2
increased from 10.2 to 11.7to 12.1 for the three years of the Triennial

. .

Surveys. The greatest deciease in part-time le arning occurred among

blacks between the ages of.35 and 54, where the drop from 1969'to 1975,

was frog 8.8 to 6.4; rites for Whites in that age group rose from 11.3

to 13.4 percent.3 There is na readily apparent explanation for the

trend-data of black participation, and it is obviously a topic for

further aaalfsis.

2Printed eportq for NCES 'offer data only fjoT-White, black, said atheis.

"Other,"- owevsr contains such diverse ethnic groups that.lumping them

together Seems fruitless far analysis.

3A change
NA same
the tone]

"-I

'in, the assignmeniof-ful4.7.time students in 1975 may have
effect on Chesd statistics, but it does not appear to alter' .

usions that part-time study among adult blacks'is decreasing.

.
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' .IflilaCks .andand sites are ,equated for educational background,

thOvja not much difference'in'participation ratei, especially at

-the\high and laW ends of the educational attainment continuum. In

1972' Both blacks, and whites, with less, than a high school diploma shocfed

a 4 /5ercent participation rate, and both blacks and whites with a college

degree or more, :had participation rates-of 29 percent, In the middle

.; ranges i.e., high school graduate's and those wAth some college, whites

particiiated at a slightly higher rate than blacks.

It ig a consistent finding across studies that blacks
.

are using

education for upward job mobility. They express more interest in

job, ,-related.education than 'whites, and

in so- called luxury education, such as

for personal development, and so forth.

they rarely show any interest

hobbiesrecreation, education

Given this orientation,.

it is not surprising that blacks express'tore interest than whites

.in formal recognition for their learning (degrees or certificates of

learning), and that they are attracted to familiar and credible forms

of learning, tending
4

to do their learning in regular school' buildings

and through classroom forpiats.

. 'Although public policy concentrates largely on reducing the cost'

of education to.ethnic :1r/ties, the data.are mixed with respect

It* fi4anciil need. Fer example, while cost is cited as ibarrier to

continued education

Whites in.Nem Yor

.9

more frequently by blacks and Hispanics than by 4

ifferences are not -Very knificani in Cali-
..

.

A.Probltm for Hispanics in New York, Native

.

forilia. And while
I

_

, .

12
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Americans,fina it less problem than home responsibilities and finding
A

appppriate classes to takb; Cost-data are hard to interpret because they,'
1 4

:are confounded with age; soUrces of reitSbursement, type of e

&Tired, and so, forth. ,It 'would appear,,however; that prq
t . . . - 1

't
.

N. financial assistance fOr education to ethnic minorities and other'low,in-:
, .

l . .. .
'' S . '

. ,

came groups is not1n adequate, answer to their needs. The need is
....

3.

to-provide education and credentials that are respected by employers and

.pot ential employer& and to offer education-that has an-obvious

practical Utilitytfor improving living conditions and career satls-

faction.

-While many have interpreted upwardly striving Oupsto be'

Conaervative With respect to their educational preferences and to be

leeti of non-tradiriNeal forms of education, the dat indicate tha'

it is not,the non-traditional forms Ahat are in questioin, but the

credibility and prestige of education which, in.the case of upwardly striving

groups,, is desired primarily for extrinsic, as opposed to intrinsic,

17 rewards.

*

Sex
4

'Nekionally, the tate of participation in organized- learning

,activities 12101bout tie same fOr women as for men. 4
That equality,

however, is, a t t :phenomenon. In" 1969, 9. percent of adult womeh

4There isJsome viriation'Aohg state studies on thisfinding ranging
frau' substantially more feMsle participants in Iawa-to no difference
in Kansai to slightly-more men in California. The national figures of
LACES cited' here; while cohsetvativp An terms of numbers, appear to
reflect reasonably representative patterns of msle/femile participation.

A
9
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.
were participants in adult learning,coMpared with 11.2 percent of the

. ).
.,

men. By 1975, the tigures were 11,6 for women and 11.7 for meg,
$ . -

. .

with the greatest closing of the gap taking place among-young learners
.

in the 17 to 14 yeai old age group. From 1969 to 1975, women learners

in that ale group increated from 12,3 percent to 16.0 percent while

male'parti&ipants dropped from 16.8 perceiit to 16.0 percent- White

women (butiolot black) in all age groups have shown gains in educational

participation over the last six years. '

Men are usually designated the appropriate'compaiison giCup when

describing the heeds and interests ofwomen learners and potenti 1

learners. This inevitably leads to talking abqut "sex" differences

, in needs and interests when what. we .probably should be talking about is

lifestyle differences. .There is some evidence, for example, that the needs
$

... ,
'

and interests of employed women differ more from those cf full-time
.e.

.

housewives thah the educational'needs and interests of women; as a

group, differ room those of men. For the purposes of this description,

we will follow the convention of contrasting. the characteristics of

men and women becausthat is the way the data are presented in the

studies reviewed. This is arod time to makd'the voint, however,

thatthe form in which'data are predented has a-critical, and. fre-
, S.
qUently unrecognized, impact on conclusions and on eventual policy

making. .Since clust rs o

4$11

f.,potential learners with common and some-

times critical lea ing needs cannot be served'unelss they are identi-

fie by those litho set up the tables, it is frequently the individpal,

g the "cross tabs" who unintentionally becomes the determiner

of policy.

14_,
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There is not much irf,the data on adult women learnes and,

. -

potential learnefs to reflect what most of us perceive to be,rather

signifiCant changes in the educational needs -and interests of women

.' in-recent years. 'But comprehensive trend data is very rare, and what

there is, is diffiCult to interpret: Presumdly.the NCES Triennial

Surveys could provide trend data for at least the last six years,

but the particular presentation format used it the -1975 preliminary

tableurecludes making observations about trends on any except a few

variables such as age and rate of par'ti'cipation.. The studies of the

national Commission on Non-Traditional Study (Carp, Peterson, and

RoeUsv-197:4)---does indicate an apparent shortage of job-oriented

courses for women. Vhereat-40 percent ofthe potential women learners

expressed an interest invocational subjects, only 24 percent of.

the actual learners were taking vocational courses. There was no

gap between the expressed interests and actual participation of men

in job-related subjects.

The results of most studies, however, quite consistently reflect

traditional stereotypes male and female roles. "Aire more in-

terested in job-related ida-Stion; women are more interested in cul-

tural enrichment, home ind,faily, a education as an opportunity

to.neet new people and to get away from daily routine. The barriers

for *oan are typically cost add home responsibilWes; for men it

is likely/to be lack of time, with job responsibilities and bone res-.,

ponsibilities both contributing to the time problem. Perhaps the most

15
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"surprising thing latioui the tata on sex differences is that there were
... . ,

,

. .-74-

rarely anysigni4tcent depArtures from traditional thinking-about
r

i

wale /female rolea.
v

o 1 .4
I

-1 '7

A.

The documentation oftrend data is an urgent priority in planning

for the education of women in these rapidly changing timer, but it

. is equally important to iil.ie\sam4 iitention'to the analysis of data

in educationally relevant, asoposed ro demographic, groupings.

Women entering the job market, 'iareei women, women fully occupied with

home and family are groups that skould not be luthped together under the

statistically coftvenienti but edUiationally irrelevant, category'of

"women" if we hopeplan-4semitive educational responses for a diversity

"4 4

of needs andinterests:

Educational Attainment

t,
Of 'all the descriptors of learners, educational attainment is

-/
_ 1/4

more closely related to thVinterests; motivations, and participation

of Adult learnersma-any other single characteristic. This observation

is incredfbIy,cobAistent across a wide variety of studies. It is

demonstrably true that the more edterion people -have, the more

interested they will be in further education, the more they will .

participate, and probably the more they will demand from state and

'federal planners.

tj

16
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. '- 7.7-{,Shown below are some participation rates of adult part-time

learners.by educational attainment.

TABLE 2

4 Participation Rates by Highest
Level Di Prior Education

Highest level of prior education' Percent participating

CNS 1972 NCES 1975
Elementary school (0-8 'years) 10 203
High school. (1-3 years) 20

school graduate (4 years-Y. 31
-College (1-3 year) 48 7.6'

'College graduate (4 years)
Advanced study .

57
27.0

30.4

Average $1 11.6

Sources: CNS (Carp, Peterson, and RQelfs, 1974); NCES, 1975.

Although the CNS survey found a higher overall rate of pirti-

cipation than NCES, the patterns are sialar and show a clear increase

in,participation'rates with increasiMFeducational attainment. .The

-interest expressed by would-be or potential learneis follows the

same pattern. Furthermore, the hierarchy of participating learners

,
,..

pdtential learners, 9td non-learners (those who express no interest
i.

Infarther 1

education) is highly related to educational attainment, with
. .

participating-learners being well educated already and non- learners

- generally having poor educational backgrounds.
.7.

7

17' .
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An underitanding of the relationship of participation, in gontinued

learning to level of educational attainment is fundamental to poliOy

makers/ ft. this eg4litarian age, society is not eager to"Ireate

:4 blicy that will increase the gap between the haves and the have nots.

. _ Yet broadening the opportunities for "voluntary" edixation permits those

with high Motivation, high past success, good information networks,

and adeqUate funds to get more and more education, while those already

dragging in the educational race fall farther and farther behind.

Broadly speaking there art three hypotheses for theconsistent

and positiVe relationship between educational attainment and educational

interest, One is that education has clone such a good. job that the'more

people experience it the more they like iteither for its intrinsic

or extrinsic rewards. A second hypothesis is that those who have
. .

been successful in the fairly narrow demands of the educational system

stay in it longer and also sh to return to the scene of-their earlier

success. A third hypothesis is that hum4nTheings are basically
iarti

curiou,4nd enjcig learni, but that thelhaved_possfsS the information and

1the Aerewithal to pursue learning that interests them, whereas theN.,
have nbts are handicapped and thwarted ,attaining what a.11 people

1

basically desire.

Poliay ezikasizirrefi cial eati emenfs and community walk-in

. .

counseling and information services is edicated on Hypothesis Three.

The assumption is that pr ding the di advantaged with the money

and information to mak% use of educati al opportunities will help
. . i

to narrow the ,gap between th haves and the have nots. 4ttentio4 to

ti



new forms of education, orientation, confidence-building; and non-
\

competitive and competency-based measures of success implies an acceptance

of Hypothesis Two, through helping disadvantaged groups obtain the

kinds of education they desire and to, see themselves as successful

learners. Job qualifications that stress educetianal.credentials,

and program evaluations that place a high value on student retention

seem more in line with Hypothesis One.since such practices Would tend

to reward the attainment of education and credentials.

gcceptance of .the various hypotheses ,is presently more accidental

. than conscious and appears based more on belief than on research

knowledge. Obviously;. the role of educational attainment La sti-

mulating intermit'
-if

and motivation in further learning is a critical

area for research, and there are already fragments of data in the liter-

ature,that could be 'marshalled in support of the various hypot heses.

-0 Regional Variations

national and state studies of participation and interest in learning
0

show cohsiderable variation by geographical region. Table,11, for

example, sinews that the rate of participation in the western states is

significantly above the national average--lfi.6 percent dompared with

-11.6 percent nationally: Furthermore, the West is the only Census
.

.

Bur au reg i af to show above-average participation rates in all categories

di jopulation density-- cities; subuebs, towns and rural areas.

The state seeds assessments of California and Iowa provide further

evidence of real regionaliiiinThices b;cause theme two 0tudies used

19
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essentially the same dhign and interview questions. In California,
L

59 percent of the respondents said they were interested in further

learning beyond high school within the next two years; whereas in

Iowa, only 36 percent indicated similar interes

.Disparities in participation and interest are even greater

when indices of population density'are used. Sparsely populated areas

show low participation rates, especially in farm areas where learning

V
participants constitute.only 6.7 percent of the eligible population: the

comparable figure for the suburbs is 14 percent (See Table 1).

cCompardtive studies of regional variations are exceptionally
_ .

.e!

rich in their potential for contributing to our understanding of tae

0
role of factors such as the educational attainment of the, populace,

the availability of free7access,colleges, and the climate of social

acceptance for educational activities.in stimulating participatfbn and

interest in lifelong learning. Support of comparative regional studies

',which are designed so as to make comparisons justified, would help

to isolate some of the factors leading to favorable climates for

Knowing what we know about the itportance of the role of past.
4 .

educational eXperiences in stimulating interest in-fut e educational

(

activities,.it would appear that in the absence of fedeAtl intervention,

states and regions with 'high educational opportunity will increase

their lead over states with less educational emphasis. 'Indeed it is

perhaps wee than coincidence that the states taking the leadership

20
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in studying the issues of increased oportunity for adult learners

are the stated in which the level of education4 attainment '(and there-

fore educatiotal demand?) is highest. Toy knowledge, there are d4-.

adult educational needs assessments cammissioned by, southern states,.

where the educational attainment of the populace is relatively law. .

-Given its natural head,1 educational opportunity will increase in the

"haver states, adding to growing regional gaps ineducational attainment.

-These capsule summaries describing the needs and interests of

various dubpopulations show that the recent rash of needs assessments

questUns than-they-have answered, Tie

primary policy issues emerging from demographic groupings of potential

learners are related to equal opportunity and to,eradicating some of

the blatant gaps bet,gn educati
(40

nal opportunities for the haves and

the have note.

To summarize quickly, the following observations have been made

about the needs of particulai subgroups.

Education for,older citiiens faces a challenge in providing
more opportunities for socially-interactive learning at con-
venient.locations.

It will probably be more useful to target educational oppor-
tunities to groups having common educational goals rather
than dommon demographic characteristics such as race or sex.
For minorities striving for upward socioeconomic mobility,
there is a need for edudation with high prestige and credibility
in the eyes of potential employers. For women, more useful
needs profiles.could be developed through goal-otiented group- A

ings such as career women, women entering the-labor market,
and full-time housewives.

I
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* The strong relationship between past educational attainment
and participation in\s6dult learning activities operates tb
increase the educationaa gap betweep the well educated'and the
pobrly'educated. In the absence of public intervention,. the
haves will increase their educational lead because they have
the motivation, the information networks, and the financial
wherewithal to participate in learning opportunities of interest
to them,. Given its natural head,, learning opportunities/
and, participation will increase most rapidly in thesubuibs.
and is states with a well-educated citizenry.

Some challenging issues for both policy and further research

can be raisedby looking at various subgroups of potential learnek

with'the intention of narrowing some of the gaps between the haves

agtlbg_hAmg_notn. .Rutequalopportunity is not the only goal of the
7

lifelong learninvmovement. There'is also a desire to improve the quality
44

of life for all citizens through education. To examine. some of the

16 issues in thatgoal, we shall turn to the data on the barriers to

participation'in adult learning activities.

Barriers

'The obstacles that deter adults from participating in organized

ilearning activities can be lassified under three headings -- situations
. ).

dispositioaal, aadinstitut meal. Situational barriers are those arising

e h...t
from one's situation,in li at a_givent lite: ,L time due to job

".
.4, ,,,,

and home responsibilities, r example, deters large numbers of potential
e

learners is the 25 to 45 year old age group. Lack of money is a problem

for young people and others of low income. , Lack of child. care is a

2Z
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problemlor young parents; transportation.is a situational barrier

Ifor isolqed and physically handicapped learners.
Y' , -._ ,-

Dispositional barriers are related to attitudes,and self-perceptions

about oneself as a learner. Large numbers .of older citizens; for

example, feel that they are too old to learn. Adults with poor

educational backgrounds frequently lack interest in further leai-nkhg

\.,..or-fe;l that they do not Ve the ability to learn. nstitutional

barriets-include practices and procedures which exclude or disdourage

working adults from participating in.educatianal activities--incon-.

venieut schedules or locations, full-time fees for part-time study,

I
inappropriate courses of study, etc.

A /0"

At,the present time, situational barriers axermentioned more fre-

'\
quently by survey respOndents than either diapositionalor institutibnal.

battlers. Taken together the cost of education andlack of time lead

all other barriers by substan tial.margins. It is difficult to give /

the percentages of people affected by these two situational barriers

because of the variety of reporting formats across state studies.

As a rough figure, however, wedcan probably assume that the median

p centage of people who find cost an obstacle to further eduption
.

ishronnd one-third, and it is approximately the same for the bairiel

oftime, with a broad range of 20 to 50 percent.

Lack of time and ,lack of money, howeVer, are bath socially

acceptable reasons for not participating in learning activities., Thus

23
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in one sense it :is not surprising that they should rank as the leadin-

barriers, far more common than more personally demeaning barriers such

as lack of interest, lack of confidence, lack of ability,etc.' One of

the more interesting findings to emerge from the studies of barriers

to learning comes from the Central New York study (1975) in which

respondents were asked to speculate on why other adults of their

acquaintance did not participate in educational activities. Lick of

interest was a leading barrier attributed to ,others (26 percent), but

.. bless than 2,Percent of the respondents were willing to admit that lack

of interest deterred their-swa-pafticipation, /Oast, on'.0e Other hand,
'

<Pt
was felt to be a problem for respondents (18 percent) more often than

for their friends (11 percent).

Findings such asthese highlight the 'problems Of social desirability

responses in some of the survey data. One study that would bring
.

a little more reality to the major policy question of hay Serious the

cost barrier is would be to ask people if they know how much various
' 4

.

learning options cost.. :There is every reason to suspect that many

adults who cite cosy as a barrier have never investigated"the cost of

adult edtication. This suspicion is strengthened by the usually large

number of respondents (20 to-40 peicent) who 'fail to provide information

about what they would be willing to pay for a course of. instruction.

Ariother problem with taking survey responses with respect to cost

. -
at face value'is that ability to pay is not necessarily the sane aa

willingness to pay. It looka as though past educational attainment,

for example, bears a closer and more consistent relationship to
A

do°
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participation in'educational activities than does income pet se.

,tioreov4r, it is a common survey finding that women are-mare likely

than Into perceive cost as a barrier to theircontinued education,

despiti"the factthet there is not much difference in the family incomes

of male end female learners or potential learner. 'This finding may

have its roots in ,societal mores that make many women feel guilty
- .

about spending 'family" Money for their own educatiamE- Or itmaf_be___

'related to the tyi6e of courses taken. There i8 some evidence, for

example, that, people are willing to pay more money for courses th'at will

advance their careers than they are to pay for courses taken for personal

satisfaction. or to get away from daily routine(Central New York,1975).

In shorts the poliCy issue of funding for participants in adult

education will not be resolved by statistical manipulations of indices

of income, particilwicin rates, and perceived barriers. It is far

more complicated than that and is further confounded by the data

aa dispositional barriers.

Dispositional barriers i.e., feelings-.of inadequicy as learners

_'are fiTicalfy mentioned by less than 10 percent of surveyrespondelits.

These barriers, however, fail at the opposite end of the social

desirability scale fromthe situational barriers just discussed.,

Fees people like to say that they are not intereited in learning or

that' they Lack confidence in their ability! Thus the "real" importance

of dispositional barriers isprobably underestimated in the survey

data. Aside from the social desirability Jamie, there is the methodo-

25 .
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logical problem that respond ntd who say they are'not interested in

, -

further learning are frequently dropped from further analysis. Logically,

it makes sense to ask only those who express,a desire to, participate

in education what obstacles c*er them, but such a practice pbscures

the true role of the dispositiOnal barriers tbAsre critical to debates

aboutpublic policy. No doubtthe large counts for dispositional

barriers are to be found among those who say they are not interested in

further education. And there is ample evidence thatthe so-called

disadvantaged, precisely the group policy makers are most interested

in reaching, are overrepresented among those expressing no interest in

further education., Taking survey results at face value is quite

likely to overestimate the participation that would result from financial

giants,to.learners andto underestimate the amount of effort that would

be required to overcome dispositional barriers.

Institutional barriers occupy a middle ground between the high

counts-for situational barriers and the low counts for dispositional

barriers. Each state survey seems to have devised its own list of

possible institutional barriers, bUt they can generally be grouped

into five areas related to scheduling probleMs; problems' with location/

transportationOack of courses that are interesting, practical,

'relevant; procedural problems related to attendance, red tape, time

requirements; etc.; and lack of information about programs and procedures.,

These are all barriers that the sponsors of educational programs could

presumably do something about.U
26
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Of these institutional- barriers, potential leathers cordplain.mest

. about inconvenient locations and schedules and about the lack of

'interesting or 'relevant courses. Relatively fewer respondents cite

lack of information as an obstacle to learning--although there is good

evidence that adults do lack information about the opportunities.

available. In' one study-, for examp,11, 35 percent of those interested
.

in 'further Warning said that they were ddterred from participation
fv.

because, they did not want to go to school fUll-time, yet only 16:

4
percent cObplained about a lacic -of information (Carp, Peterodt, Roeifs,

,,... 1974). Surely ha d those respondents had accurate information, they would

have been aware t hat there ate probably opportunities for part-time

adult studS, in their comiunities. -One wonders if many perceived

problems with schedules,locations, and courses and are not ultimately due
P

to a lack of information-about the options that do exist.

If we are g ing ditinterpret accuritely the demand for adult

education, we are going to have to obtain better data about how-much

adults know about present opportunities andwhich barriers are real

and which are simp ly convenient rationalications. The barrier of cost

andtbe barriers clagsified here as institutional are prime'canslidates

for some good investiptions.into the extent of knowledge about them.

Good_dite on they reality'of these barriers will not eradicate obstacles

-that people dank are barriers, but at Ieast, wgould know.e little

more abOut whether we.need to provide more, scheduling options, for
lalk

example,
11.

Or more. information.
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conclusion, the state and national.needs assessments of the
. )

.

past-few years have laid a good grOundwork for further thought, study,

and Tpsearch. Because of.the replication across studies; we can be

quite confident of the pattern of learning preferences of adults, at

least insofar as these are revealed through survey techniques. As to ".

our ability to construct "demand curves" and to predict the,probable impact

of various entitlement proposals an participation rates, I doubt

that much accuracy can be achieved, gi4en the rudimentary development
,./

of research on"voluntary" education.. We need a great derel more

undetstanding of the extent of slippage between market surveys and acluai

participation; and we need much more study of the motivational factors

affeCting adult participation in learning activities". Our inability

to deal in precise predictions, hoWe'ver, should not preclude serious

attention to, some .of the policy questions raised and to the need for

further research of a more intensive nature than that used in the "needs

assessments" reviewed here.

ti -13
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.

*This 11014 limited to recant studies i.e., those conducted

siice-,70.
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